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Introduction
1. Founded in 2004, the Comité d’action contre la traite humaine interne et internationale (CATHII)1 is a
non-governmental organization whose achievements include the publishing of a study on the needs of
victims in Canada,2 another on cases of forced labour in Canada3 and a directory of resources for
trafficked persons. CATHII also sets up the Coalition québécoise contre la traite des personnes. The
members of CATHII are religious orders and faith groups, most of which are members of UNANIMA
International, an NGO having consultative status with ECOSOC. In addition, two members are
associated with the Franciscan family represented at the United Nations by Franciscans International.
CATHII is a member of Talitha Kum, an international network against human trafficking, the Canadian
Council for Refugees, the Concertation des luttes contre l’exploitation sexuelle (CLES) and also the
Migrant Workers Committee of the Front de défense pour les non-syndiqués. CATHII has presented
briefs and taken part in consultations at the provincial, national and international levels.
2. Franciscans International (“FI”) is a non-governmental human rights organization founded in 1989. It
has had consultative status with ECOSOC since 1995. It supports Franciscans and their partners working
at the local and national levels. Franciscans International helps bring the concerns and expertise of its
partners before the UN in order to remedy the structural causes of human rights violations.
3. On the occasion of Canada’s second Universal Periodic Review, many of the recommendations were
related to human trafficking. In particular, it was recommended that Canada continue implementing its
action plan to combat trafficking;4 place special emphasis on the victim-oriented approach to address
the challenges of trafficking;5 intensify efforts to identify and eradicate trafficking in children and
women for the sex trade;6 establish mechanisms and procedures for the protection of rights of child
victims7 and provide training in this regard for police and prosecutors.8 Canada accepted these
recommendations.9
4. In this paper, CATHII and FI wish to contribute to the analysis of the implementation of these
recommendations and present the current status of the fight against human trafficking in Canada.
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Canada’s efforts to combat human trafficking
5. Canada introduced legislative measures concerning human trafficking in 2002 in the Immigration and
Refugee Protection Act.10 In 2005, Canada amended its Criminal Code to include human trafficking.11
Since then, Parliament has imposed minimum sentences for the trafficking of minors12 and added
human trafficking to the list of offences committed outside the country for which Canadian citizens and
permanent residents can be prosecuted in Canada.13 In 2015, a law criminalizing early or forced
marriage amended the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act, the Civil Marriage Act and the
Criminal Code.14 Furthermore, two bills concerning human trafficking (C-45215 and C-3816) seek to
amend the Criminal Code to facilitate the prosecution of persons charged with human trafficking by
introducing the following presumption: “evidence that a person who is not exploited lives with or is
habitually in the company of a person who is exploited is, in the absence of evidence to the contrary,
proof that the person exercises control, direction or influence over the movements of that person for
the purpose of exploiting them or facilitating their exploitation.”17 The legislative amendment is
currently being given second reading in the House of Commons.18
6. In addition, among the initiatives introduced by the federal government, the Royal Canadian Mounted
Police (RCMP) set up the Human Trafficking National Coordination Centre (HTNCC) in 2005. In 2012,
Canada adopted its first National Action Plan to Combat Human Trafficking.19 It presented four annual
reports on the projects implemented under the Plan, which ended in March 2016. An evaluation
process should be completed in August 2017.20 A document entitled “A Handbook for Criminal Justice
Practitioners on Trafficking in Persons” was updated in February 2015 and is available online.21
Regulatory amendments adopted in 2013 also limit the granting of work permits for certain sectors of
activity.22
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7. Canada made a record of its efforts to combat human trafficking as part of achieving the 2030 Agenda
for Sustainable Development.23
Identifying trafficked persons
8. Identifying trafficked persons was the subject of a recommendation accepted by Canada during its last
UPR.24
9. Since 2005, files concerning 237 trafficked persons were dealt with in Canada. In July 2016, 219 files
related to trafficking were brought before the courts concerning 314 victims.25 In January 2017, 401
cases of trafficking had been identified since 2005 by the RCMP’s Human Trafficking National
Coordination Centre, 382 of which were national matters.26
10. In spite of these numbers, Canada admits that it is hard to accurately measure human trafficking.
Various Canadian organization have highlighted challenges when it comes to identifying trafficked
persons, including the lack of a shared understanding of what trafficking is; the complexity of the
phenomenon; the difficulty of separating cases of human trafficking from other forms of abuse or
exploitation; the fact that victims may not see themselves as trafficked persons, and the difficulty of
identifying a victim at the border when Border Services’ priority is to determine whether the person is
eligible to enter Canada.27 There are two more issues that make it hard to collect information,
according to a study published by Statistics Canada: “the minimal information that is available in
Canada is dispersed across different departments and agencies within government and other
organizations including law enforcement and NGOs each using their own criteria to define a victim of
trafficking thus generating non-comparable information.”28
11. As the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights points out, “A failure to identify a
trafficked person correctly is likely to result in a further denial of that person’s rights.”29
12. Since the current information on trafficking is based on cases reported to the police, “[s]ituations that
community organizations encounter, for example, are not systematically documented across the
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country.”30 In addition, very little research is done to document forced labour as well as other forms of
human trafficking.31 Several organizations that aim to raise awareness in the general public emphasize
one of the causes of human trafficking: demand. In the Statistics Canada report published in 2010,32
respondents to the study, which was aimed at examining “the feasibility of developing a national data
collection framework that would identify options for measuring trafficking in persons in Canada”33,
stated that they wanted “to know more about the demand side of the equation”34 and indicated their
interest in how the local sex industry contributes to trafficking both internationally and domestically,
and “how the demand for cheap labour is tied to human trafficking.”35 This consultation was
undertaken with “key stakeholders from provincial and federal government departments including
members of the Interdepartmental Working Group on Trafficking in Persons (IWGTIP), the police
community, non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and academics.”36
13. Among best practices for the identification of trafficked persons to provide greater protection, we can
take the example of French associations that use a multi-level system (from informal with previous
identification to formal identification, not to mention self-identification as a trafficked person)
including certain rights trafficked persons are acknowledged to have before any formal identification by
the police.37
Recommendations
14. Canada should adopt a global approach to research and data collection on the different forms of
human trafficking in Canada in cooperation with trafficked persons, various community players, and
police, legal and civil authorities.
15. Canada should base itself on best practices and the Recommended Principles and Guidelines on
Human Rights and Human Trafficking developed by the United Nations High Commissioner for Human
Rights concerning the identification of trafficked persons.

Financial support and accompaniment of trafficked persons
16. Effective implementation of the action plan to combat trafficking in persons and the establishing of
mechanisms and procedures aimed at protecting trafficked persons were the object of
recommendations accepted by Canada.38 Financing the implementation of such a national plan and the
protection mechanisms is an essential part of these recommendations.
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17. Adopted in 2012,39 the National Action Plan to Combat Human Trafficking was intended to be a
comprehensive and coordinated national response to help combat human trafficking so that Canada
could meet its international commitments under the Palermo Protocol, ratified in 2002.40 It calls for an
annual budget of C$8 million, including a maximum of C$500,000 for “Enhanced Victim Services”41
from Justice Canada’s Victims Fund.42
18. In February 2016, The Globe and Mail published an article with an estimate of the amounts spent to
combat trafficking and to provide victim services.43 The article concluded that 90% of the spending was
allocated to the application of legislation and to combat international trafficking, and that less than
10% went to victim support.
19. As pointed out by many researchers and civil society organizations, as well as the research report
published by CATHII: “Services to help trafficking victims remain marginal”44 in the national plan.
According to Hastie and Yule: “Further, while the Action Plan specifies particular projects and
outcomes for law enforcement, such as the development of an enhanced border team, it does not
specify or recommend any particular practices or projects for victim services under the ‘Protection’
section. This silence is a disappointing result for many individuals and organizations engaged with the
issue of human trafficking at a service provision level.”45
20. Looking after the basic needs of trafficked persons with such an amount is impossible. Apart from
accommodations,46 other resources that are just as necessary to meet the needs of trafficked persons
are protection services, legal assistance, psychological support and interpretation, medical care, social
assistance benefits, access to professional training, etc. It should be added that certain trafficked
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persons, such as children, adolescents, homeless youth,47 First Nations people and migrants, will need
specific services. Every victim of human trafficking, whether domestic or international, must be entitled
to personalized support in the short, medium and, in some cases, long term.
21. In addition, federal laws and regulations (Immigration Act and Criminal Code) are what legally
determine whether someone is deemed to be a victim of trafficking or recognized as a victim of
trafficking, but responsibility for social services and health care is incumbent on the provinces, not to
mention the indispensable role played by civil society organizations in delivering services to trafficked
persons.48
Recommendation
22. The federal government, in partnership with the provinces, should provide adequate funding to
coalitions and organizations with the expertise to provide assistance, accompaniment and support
services for trafficked persons to guarantee them short-, medium- and long-term protection, aid and
support.
Protection of trafficked persons
23. In the context of Canada’s second UPR, the State accepted the recommendation to place special
emphasis on the victim-oriented approach to address the challenges of human trafficking,49 as well as
the recommendations related to establishing mechanisms and procedures to protect victims.50
24. In this regard, the temporary resident permit (TRP) is one of the main protection measures for
potentially trafficked persons.51 The temporary resident permit is granted by an officer of Immigration,
Refugees and Citizenship Canada (IRCC).52 The decision whether or not to grant a temporary resident
permit is up to the officer of this department.
25. A short-term (180-day) temporary resident permit is granted if the officer is able to say that the person
could be a victim of human trafficking based on certain criteria. The TRP offers a 180-day cooling-off
period during which the deemed victim may choose to return to their country of origin or remain in
Canada to take part in the criminal investigation. It also gives the victim time to recover from trauma
47
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48
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and stay outside the influence of the traffickers. Deemed victims will have access to health care under
the Interim Federal Health Program,53 a program reintroduced on April 1, 2016,54 and to psychological
help. The person may request a work permit. In addition, it is specified that the deemed victim is not
required to testify against the trafficker to obtain a temporary or permanent resident permit. There is
no charge for the first TRP or work permit. The department responsible specifies that a TRP might not
be issued if the deemed victim has status under another program.
26. The longer-term temporary resident permit may be granted after the 180-day period by an officer of
Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship Canada, after verification of the facts with law enforcement. The
permit is granted if it is uncertain whether the victim can return to their country of origin or if the
victim has participated in the criminal investigation or criminal proceedings. Individual circumstances
may be taken into consideration, but no criteria are suggested in the guidelines. For instance, it is not
clearly stated that the victim can be allowed more time to recover from trauma to promote a return to
acceptable conditions.
27. In 2015, 44 TRPs were issued, and 25 TRPs were extended (longer-term TRP or subsequent TRP) were
granted across Canada.55 However, in spite of positive aspects reported by interveners on the
ground,56 TRPs are not well known to organizations and are underused. According to the research
report by Ricard-Guay and Hanley (2014), “…even from law enforcement, the limitations of the TRPs
were discussed, among others the difficulties to renew the TRP and the delay in renewing it.”57 A
report from a workshop on human trafficking held by Public Safety Canada in March 2015 mentions
other difficulties: “…there is difficulty in accessing TRPs either because a trafficker has forced criminal
conditions on a victim, or there is a lack of awareness at Citizen and Immigration Canada (CIC) about
the issue and how TRPs can be awarded and by whom.”58
28. The Canadian Council for Refugees adds that: “The inconsistency in the issuing and administration of
permits across the country is one of the key barriers to the effectiveness of TRPs, causing the treatment
of survivors of trafficking to vary greatly across regions and both between and within agencies.”59
29. There is also another limit on access to temporary resident permits: “the applicant must be able to
prove that she/he is a victim of human trafficking. Many victims do not know what human trafficking
is; some may suffer from Stockholm syndrome, developing strong attachments to their trafficker and
unable to acknowledge the trafficking situation.”60
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30. The short-term temporary resident permit does not give trafficked persons the time they need to
reflect and heal,61 does not allow family reunification and does not offer any financial support for
trafficked persons and the families that depend on their earnings. It also does not automatically give a
work permit, which, as things stand, requires an additional effort. The longer-term TRP may be granted
after the 180-day period by an officer of Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship Canada, but there is no
explicit mention in the guidelines of a criterion aimed at giving the trafficked person more time to
recover from trauma.
31. Exploited workers may hesitate to turn to the authorities, for fear of being deported.62 If the officer
responsible refuses to issue a temporary resident permit, they find themselves in an irregular situation
and risk deportation. The temporary resident permit is a “fragile protection”63 because of the obstacles
mentioned. In 2013, in Halifax, a group of 29 foreign workers feared deportation. Their temporary visas
were no longer valid because their employer, after a visit from Canadian Border Services Agency as part
of an investigation into the migrants’ working conditions, could no longer employ them.64
32. A human rights-oriented approach requires protection of persons to take priority over border
protection, even if the investigation into whether or not there is a victim of human trafficking has not
started or ended. The fact that a potential victim of human trafficking may have worked illegally for
another employer as a result of being tricked or forced, or have violated other immigration regulations
or laws of the country should not justify detention or deportation from Canada.65
33. In November 2016, Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship Canada published the results of an
evaluation of temporary resident permits for trafficked persons. It was apparent that better
communication is needed between the parties responsible, along with guidelines for managing longerterm TRP files and specialized training for officers designated to issue TRPs for trafficked persons.66
34. Another limit to protection is that the TRP does not guarantee access to protection and assistance
services,67 except for the Interim Federal Health Program.
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66
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67
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35. Special measures and policies must be adopted so that trafficked persons, particularly women, or
persons who have witnessed such situations, can contact the authorities, regardless of their
immigration status, without fear of being detained or deported.68
Recommendation
36. Canada should ensure that protection measures like the TRP are granted based on a human rightsoriented approach and that they are easy to access and not to be made conditional on cooperation
with a criminal investigation or criminal proceedings, in line with international standards for human
rights.69

Forced labour by foreign workers
37. The ratification of the United Nations International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All
Migrant Workers and Members of their Families70 has been the subject of many recommendations
made to Canada.71 If Canada ratified this convention, the government would have to introduce
mechanisms to protect the rights of migrant workers, regardless of their migration status, and
harmonize national laws, not based on the economy or employers, but based on human rights.
Otherwise, according to the researchers, the absence of such a mechanism could “indirectly constitute
an incentive for exploitation of this category of migrant workers in Canada.”72
38. Since its last UPR, Canada, which takes in hundreds of thousands of migrant workers each year, has
carried out a reform of programs for temporary foreign workers based on the needs of employers and
market studies. The Temporary Foreign Worker Program (TFWP) has several categories, including
primary agriculture and the Live-in Caregiver Program.73 According to Statistics Canada, “…there were
386,000 temporary foreign workers present on December 1, 2013.”74 For 2015, 73,111 persons were
68

See the case in Ontario: Migrant women should be able to call police without fear, The Star, August 17, 2015, online:
<https://www.thestar.com/opinion/commentary/2015/08/17/migrant-women-should-be-able-to-call-police-without-fear.html>,
“An ‘access without fear’ policy would protect women caught up within trafficking investigations, such as the one that took place in
Ottawa in May 2015, which saw 11 innocent women deported.”; Cf. also: Eleven women face deportation following human
trafficking investigation in Ottawa, OHS Canada, May 19, 2015, online: <http://www.ohscanada.com/eleven-women-facedeportation-following-human-trafficking-investigation-in-ottawa/>.
69
Resolution adopted by the Human Rights Council on 30 June 2016. Trafficking in persons, especially women and children:
protecting victims of trafficking and persons at risk of trafficking, especially women and children in conflict and post-conflict
situations, 2016, A/HRC/RES/32/3, §2 (e); Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and
Children, supplementing the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime, 2000, article 7(1); Frontline
responses to human trafficking in Canada: Coordinating services for victims, Alexandra Ricard-Guay and Jill Hanley, supra note 2,
p. 169.
70
Adopted by the General Assembly in its resolution 45/158 of 18 December 1990.
71
A/HRC/24/11, supra note 4, §128.3.
72
Piché, V., Pelletier, E., and Epale, D. Identification of the Obstacles to the Ratification of the United Nations International
Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of their Families: The Canadian Case, report
commissioned by UNESCO, SHS/2006/MC/9, 2006, online: <http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0014/001473/147310e.pdf >.
73
“The TFWP lets employers hire foreign workers to fill temporary labour and skill shortages. The IMP lets employers hire temporary
workers without a Labour Market Impact Assessment (LMIA).” Cf. Temporary workers, Government of Canada, online:
<http://www.cic.gc.ca/english/resources/tools/temp/work/index.asp >.
74
Lu, Yuqian and Hou, Feng, Transition from Temporary Foreign Workers to Permanent Residents, 1990 to 2014, Social Analysis and
Modelling Division, Statistics Canada, February 21, 2017, online: <http://www.statcan.gc.ca/pub/11f0019m/11f0019m2017389eng.htm>.
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admitted under the TFWP and 176,772 more under the IMP (International Mobility Program).75
However, it seems that “the 2014 changes to The Temporary Foreign Worker Program and the
Caregiver Program that were designed to eliminate worker abuse have led to the opposite effect by
making temporary foreign workers and caregivers more vulnerable.”76
39. The Live-in Caregiver Program allowed applying for permanent residence after two years.77 Eightythree percent of live-in family caregivers who arrived between 1995 and 1999 and between 2000 and
2004, and 56% of those who arrived between 2005 and 2009, became permanent residents within five
years of their arrival.78 In comparison, the rate of foreign agricultural workers who were able to make
the transition to permanent residents during those periods did not exceed 2.1%. On May 19, 2017, the
government website stated that the Live-in Caregiver Program was closed to new applicants and
recommended applying for a regular work permit. The Express Entry Program is intended for qualified
and specialized workers. In 2016, the program sent out 34,000 invitations to these workers to apply for
permanent residence. The invitation depended on the score given by the system based on information
provided by these workers when they created their profile on the government website.79 Access to
permanent residence is related to the type of program.
40. For many non-governmental organizations and researchers, the problems experienced by lower-skilled
temporary foreign workers in becoming permanent residents are real, and little was done in the 2014
reform “to ensure the integrity of the program with regards to rights protection and prevention of
abuse.”80 In addition, non-governmental organizations pointed out that it was hard to find consistent
information on access to permanent residence for these lower-skilled foreign workers.81 Lower-skilled
foreign workers should be able to apply for permanent residence at the same time as they apply for a
work permit82 to make them less vulnerable to abuse and exploitation.
41. The 2014 reform of the programs attacked employers’ abuse of the program by increasing the number
of inspections. However, the Auditor General of Canada, in his 2017 report to Parliament on the
management of the Temporary Foreign Worker Program issued the following findings: Employment
and Social Development Canada “did not use the information it had to focus its activities on employers

75

Annual Report to Parliament on Immigration, Section 2: Managing Temporary Migration, 2016, online:
<http://www.cic.gc.ca/english/pdf/pub/annual-report-2016.pdf >.
76
Tungohan, E., Changes to the Temporary Foreign Worker Program and Live-in Caregiver Program, Prepared for the Standing
Committee on Human Resources, Skill and Social Development and the Status of Persons with Disabilities, 2016, p. 1, online:
<http://s3.amazonaws.com/migrants_heroku_production/datas/2367/ DrEthelTungohan-e_original.pdf?1475512708>.
77
Become a permanent resident – Live-in caregivers, Government of Canada, online:
<http://http://www.cic.gc.ca/english/ work/caregiver/permanent_resident.asp >.
78
Lu, Yuqian and Hou, Feng, supra note 78, table 3.
79
Express Entry – Year-End Report 2016, Government of Canada, online: <http://www.cic.gc.ca/english/resources/reports/ee-yearend-2016.asp>.
80
Migrant workers: precarious and unsupported, A Canada-wide Study on Access to Services for Migrant Workers, Canadian Council
for Refugees, March 2016, p. 6, online: <http://ccrweb.ca/sites/ccrweb.ca/files/migrant-workers-2016.pdf>.
81
Canadian Council for Refugees, National Forum and Workshop on Trafficking in Persons, Forum and Workshop Report, Montreal,
November 24-25, 2016, p. 13, online: <http://ccrweb.ca/sites/ccrweb.ca/files/report_on_2016_forum_workshop_on_trafficking_
in_persons.pdf>.
82
Reforming the Temporary Foreign Worker Program: CCR Response to the HUMA Report, Canadian Council for Refugees, October
2016, online: <http://ccrweb.ca/en/ccr-response-huma-report>.
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of the most vulnerable temporary foreign workers”83 and did very few on-site inspections. In addition,
the Auditor General of Canada reviewed the 13 completed inspection reports out of 173 on-site
inspections and found that “temporary foreign workers had not been interviewed during any of these
inspections”84 and concluded that this “limited the Department’s ability to verify that employers
complied with program requirements, such as ensuring that workers did the jobs that had been
approved and that workers were not mistreated.”85
42. The research report by Ricard-Guay and Hanley (2014), like those of other organizations such as the
Canadian Council for Refugees and the Action Coalition on Human Trafficking Alberta (“ACT Alberta”),
identifies temporary foreign workers as being at risk of exploitation.86 As ACT Alberta points out, “the
vast majority of trafficked people were reported to come through legal means to work in Canadian
jobs.”87 In fact, a number of specialists acknowledge that the conditions imposed on foreign workers in
these programs increase their vulnerability88 and constitute a structural for human trafficking in the
form of forced labour.89 The RCMP also emphasizes the need to implement changes to current
programs to ensure safety and fair working conditions for temporary foreign workers.90
43. In 2005, CATHII commissioned a report on forced labour in Canada.91 The report lists 36 situations of
forced labour between 2001 and 2015, including situations involving domestic workers. Some of the
worker recruitment agencies employ questionable, or illegal, practices and contribute to trafficking
with the goal of worker exploitation.92 In 2010, in a report entitled Human Trafficking in Canada, the
RCMP found that most cases of forced labour had to do with migrant workers who had entered Canada
legally.93 It also points out the role played by third party organizations, as detailed below.94
44. Two major problems identified in this submission are the activities of third party organizations and
work permits related to a specific employer.
A. Activities of third party organizations

83

Office of the Auditor General of Canada, Independent Audit Report, Report 5, Spring 2017, section 5.63, online: <http://www.oagbvg.gc.ca/internet/English/parl_oag_201705_05_e_42227.html>.
84
Ibid., section 5.79.
85
Idem.
86
Frontline responses to human trafficking in Canada: Coordinating services for victims, Alexandra Ricard-Guay and Jill Hanley, supra
note 2, p. 37; McCrae, K. supra note 59; Labour Trafficking and Migrant Workers in British Columbia, West Coast Domestic Workers'
Association, 2014.
87
McCrae, K. supra note 59, p. 19.
88
OCTIP, Labour Trafficking Roundtable, Summary, supra note 65, p. 4.
89
Dandurand, Y., Chin, V., and Wilson, L., Improved Response to Labour Trafficking, International Centre for Criminal Law Reform
and Criminal Justice Policy, March 2017, online: <http://icclr.law.ubc.ca/publications/improved-response-labour-trafficking>; Hastie,
B., Doing Canada’s dirty work, A Critical Analysis of Law and Policy to Address Labour Exploitation and Trafficking, in Ato Quayson
and Antonela Arhin (eds.), Labour Migration, Human Trafficking and Multinational Corporations, New York, Routledge, 2012, p. 121.
90
Human Trafficking in Canada, Royal Canadian Mounted Police, 2010, p. 31, online:
<http://publications.gc.ca/collections/collection_2011/grc-rcmp/PS64-78-2010-eng.pdf>.
91
The Exploitation of Foreign Workers in Our Own Backyards: An examination of labour exploitation and labour trafficking in Canada,
supra note 3.
92
Ibid., p. 49.
93
RCMP (2010), Human Trafficking in Canada, supra note 94, p. 34.
94
Ibid., p.34.
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45. Researchers have documented the abusive practices of placement agencies for temporary migrant
workers.95 In particular, in its study on the Temporary Foreign Worker Program in Edmonton, ACT
Alberta spotlights some of the recruitment agencies’ practices: “By manipulating the weaknesses of a
program that fails to robustly protect the rights of migrant workers, recruiters and employers traffic
workers both into and across the country with impunity.”96 Cases of trafficked foreign workers are
regularly documented by non-governmental organizations and are also heavily reported by the
media.97
46. Canadian organizations have requested stronger regulation of placement and recruitment agencies.98
In 2009, Manitoba led the way by passing The Worker Recruitment and Protection Act, 99 including the
registration of recruiters and employers of migrant workers and by setting up a Special Investigations
Unit to ensure the application of employment laws.100
B. Work permit tied to a specific employer101
47. One the factors raising the risk of human trafficking through forced labour is the fact that the work
permit is tied to a specific employer. “In theory, all temporary foreign workers are required to work for
only one employer, namely the one that brought them to Canada … In sum, the specific employer
clause places less specialized, poorly paid and poorly protected foreign workers at a definite
disadvantage.”102 For live-in caregivers, if the caregiver is considered to be the victim of abuse, Canada
authorizes changing jobs without deportation as well as priority processing for a new work permit

95

Faraday, F., Profiting from the Precarious: How recruitment practices exploit migrant workers, Metcalf Foundation, 2014, online:
<http://metcalffoundation.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/Profiting-from-the-Precarious.pdf>; Gesualdi-Fecteau, D., Thibault,
A., Schivone, N., Dufour, C., Gouin. S., Monjean, N., Moses, E., Who, How and How much? Recruitments of Guatemalan Migrant
Workers to Quebec, June 2017, online: <http://www.onthemovepartnership.ca/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/who-how-howmuchReport-sm.pdf>.
96
McCrae, K. (2016), supra note 59, p. ii.
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Cf. in particular: Des travailleurs étrangers victimes de trafic d’êtres humaines, selon l’un d’eux, Radio Canada, May 5, 2014,
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2016,
<http://www.lapresse.ca/actualites/justice-et-faits-divers/actualitesjudiciaires/201611/10/01-5040162-des-travailleurs-guatemalteques-floues-par-une-firme-de-placement.php>; Labour exploitation
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News,
December
2,
2016,
<http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/edmonton/labour-exploitation-temporary-foreign-worker-program-1.3879689>; Pour contrer le
phénomène de femmes soumises au travail forcé, Le Devoir, March 28, 2017, <http://www.ledevoir.com/societe/actualites-ensociete/494995/des-idees-en-revues-pour-contrer-le-phenomene-des-femmes-soumises-au-travail-force>; The murky world of the
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2016,
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98
“No More” Ending Sex Trafficking in Canada, Report of the National Task Force on Sex Trafficking of Women and Girls in Canada,
Canadian Women’s Foundation, 2014, p. 126.
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The Worker Recruitment and Protection Act, C.C.S.M. c. W197, online:
<http://web2.gov.mb.ca/laws/statutes/ccsm/_pdf.php?cap=w197>.
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application.103 Seasonal farm workers can apply for another work permit, but cannot work until they
have received it. If they are victims of human trafficking, they may possibly be given a TRP.104 Many
organizations consider an open or transferable work permit to be a viable solution.105
Recommendations
48. Canada should abolish work permits tied to a specific employer and grant an open work permit while
taking measures to protect temporary foreign workers against abuse.
49. Canada should pass a legislation concerning third party organizations and recruitment agencies to
protect foreign workers from abuse and exploitation.
50. Canada should sign and then ratify the International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All
Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families.

103

Guide 5553 - Applying to Change Conditions or Extend Your Stay in Canada - Worker, supra note 22.
Temporary foreign workers: Your rights are protected, supra note 101.
105
OCTIP, Labour Trafficking Roundtable, summary, 2014, supra note 65, p. 7.
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